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1. Introduction: Notes on the Coloniality of Critical Theory and 

the Eternal Return of Eurocentrism

In my sojourn through mainstream European philosophy and critical 
theory, I have found two recurrent responses that seek to protect and 
shield the established Eurocentered canon of philosophy and critique 
from charges of complicity between the thought of major figures in that 
canon and coloniality. The first response involves arguing that, however 
scandalous, the presence of racism, sexism, and other problematic views 
in the work of canonical figures is not central to their most important 
theoretical arguments.1 According to this response, these views only 
reflect the general prejudices of the time and place of the authors, and/
or that their theoretical work was sufficiently abstract or general to 
avoid an entanglement with these prejudices. A familiar corollary of 
this response is that at least a number of these canonical works not 
only escape the accusations of racism and related prejudices but that 
they also offer the very best tools for criticizing and exposing those 
problematic views. The conclusion is that raising the problem of the 
coloniality of the canons of hegemonic academic philosophy and critical 
theory both fails to comprehend the epistemological basis of these works 
and deprives critics of the most important resources to engage in their 
practice—that is, presumably, the works of canonical western thinkers 
themselves. The consequences are predictable: dismissals of challenges 
to the canons, condescension toward those who do not adhere to them, 
and reinforced efforts at disciplining through academic training, skewed 
conceptions of excellence, and uneven application of selection criteria for 
publication and various types of positions and merits. 

The second response that supports a colonizing attitude in critical 
theory circles is simpler and more direct. This response is also less 
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defensive, at least on the surface, and even though it is sometimes 
affirmed by radical scholars, it fits completely within the liberal (and 
colonial) model of “diversity and inclusion” that is dominant in much 
of the contemporary academy. In the face of criticism of the canon, 
this response involves a recognition of contributions by non-canonical 
voices; it concedes that critical theory is not only found in mainstream 
and canonical European thought and the thought of descendants 
from Europe who are seen as white. Therefore, some space is created 
to accommodate and “include” some works from non-European authors 
in courses or textbooks.2 However, several questionable presuppositions 
remain: (1) that critique is an unqualified good; (2) that critique is the 
quintessential component of a theoretical practice; (3) that the established 
canon represents the best possible configuration of the body of critical 
thinking to which we can add other voices; and (4) that philosophy, 
theory, and critique are fundamentally a European invention and affair. 

The idea of the foundational, perennial, and universal relevance of 
canonical European figures is used to justify the creation of academic 
programs and publication projects invested in the authority of the canon. 
Meanwhile, other thinkers and expressions of thought are relegated to 
the realm of the optional or the elective. Calls for the diversification 
of philosophy and critical theory therefore often collapse into projects 
that recentralize and impose the authority of European thought and the 
theoretical supremacy of ideas that are considered to be of European 
provenance. This exercise constitutes a kind of perverse cyclical process 
that, predictably, very often results in a perverse and perpetual 
return of Eurocentrism. The strategy seems to consist in stopping or 
containing change as well as in gaining enough time—always more 
time—to properly domesticate and minoritize any body of work from 
Black, Indigenous, or racialized authors that is “included” in the canon. 

The first step in the process of containment involves admitting only 
those scholars of color to the curricula of critical theory whose work 
can be reconciled with, or directly or indirectly reinforces rather than 
questions, the priority of the established Eurocentered set of questions, 
concepts, and theories. The presence of these newly inducted scholars helps 
to delay—sometimes with the support of these very scholars—having to 
engage with more substantial challenges raised by other voices. Less 
frequently, and only after much work by generations of scholars of color 
with an anti-racist, anticolonial, and decolonial orientation, as well as 
some allies, a unit creates space for one faculty member of color who is 
typically expected to represent vast bodies of knowledge (e.g., African 
philosophy or Latin American philosophy) while other colleagues focus 
on much more specific topics and literature. Faculty of color are also 
typically put in positions where the demands of mentoring and service 
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are heavier because they are among the very few people of color on 
their campus.3 Scholars in this position who specialize in areas that are 
only recently recognized as important in mainstream programs are also 
expected to continually explain and justify their work.4 For the most 
part, too, the classes and graduate seminars that relate to their areas 
of specialization are considered to be electives.5

The perpetual return of Eurocentrism through dismissal, evasion, 
and/or strategies of “diversity and inclusion,” constitutes a central 
modality of the coloniality of knowledge in most academic philosophy 
and critical theory circles today.6 The coloniality of knowledge is 
reproduced in established methods, disciplines, and canons, as well 
as in attitudes that shape and limit the possibilities of critique. These 
contemporary expressions of the coloniality of knowledge at the heart 
of mainstream views and institutional projects of critical theory raise 
questions about the possibility of a decolonial form of critique: Can 
critique be decolonial? Is critique needed? And, if critique is to be 
used, doesn’t it need to be decolonized first? If so, how do we engage in 
this decolonization? And what are the principal features of decolonized 
forms of critique? Most importantly, what are the virtues and the 
limits of decolonial forms of critique, assuming that there are any, in 
the largely unfinished project of decolonization? These are some of the 
questions that I explore in this essay.

2. On Decolonizing Critique and the Decolonial Attitude

That critique needs to be decolonized seems clear from mainstream 
definitions of the concept. These definitions tend to trace an intimate 
and direct connection between critique and western modernity. For 
example, reflecting on Immanuel Kant’s work, Michel Foucault advances 
the idea that “the critique is, in a sense, the handbook of reason that 
has grown up in Enlightenment; and, conversely, the Enlightenment is 
the age of the critique.”7 Foucault also argues that 

the thread that may connect us with the Enlightenment is not faith-
fulness to doctrinal elements, but rather the permanent reactivation 
of an attitude—that is, of a philosophical ethos that could be 
described as a permanent critique of our historical era. (E 42)

The philosophical ethos of critique defines a “historico-critical attitude” 
that Foucault considers to be the quintessential attitude of modernity 
(E 46). Now, if western modernity is or has been colonial in character, 
then one has to consider the question of whether critique is also colonial 
or entangled with coloniality. 

In the face of this question, one might attempt to distinguish, as Foucault 
does, between modernity as a historical event or project and modernity 
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as an attitude. The argument could be made that the modern project is 
entangled with coloniality, but not the modern attitude of critique. One can 
go further and argue that the modern attitude of critique is indispensable 
for any critique of modernity as a grand historical project. In this vein, 
Foucault claims that “the historical ontology of ourselves,” which is the 
result of the modern historico-critical attitude, “must turn away from all 
projects that claim to be global or radical” (E 46). By this, Foucault has in 
mind “the programs for a new man that the worst political systems have 
repeated throughout the twentieth century,” among other projects (E 
47). Instead, Foucault admires “partial transformations” in “areas that 
concern our ways of being and thinking,” such as the “relations between 
the sexes” or “the way in which we perceive insanity or illness” (E 46–7). 
Foucault’s own work on sexuality and “insanity” would seem to be an 
example of a form of scholarship that engages in the “historical ontology 
of ourselves” and the task of critique, as he defines them. 

While Foucault seems to be targeting certain forms of Marxism and, 
perhaps, communism in his critique of “all projects that claim to be 
global or radical,” one has to wonder whether his skepticism extends 
to the internationalist activism of racialized and colonized communities 
who struggle toward decolonization.8 It is obvious that there are no 
perfect social movements, whether they have a grand vision or not. The 
crucial question might then be: How does one conceive of decolonization 
as something less than global when modern colonization is a project 
of global expansion?9 And how does one avoid the radicality of the 
decolonial project when it faces systemic and systematic forms of 
dehumanization? Must one ignore the global dimension of modernity/
coloniality—by which I mean the ways in which areas that concern 
“our ways of being and thinking,” such as the body and the mind, labor 
exploitation, racialization, and gender socialization become profoundly 
entangled? Should the multiple sources for defining being and 
thinking become activated only to engage in partial transformations? 
And should one delimit in an a priori manner the extent to which the 
activity of decolonization generates new modes of subjectivities and 
social formations? Why should one determine the scope and depth of 
decolonization in advance?10

The questions that emerge from decolonial movements indicate that 
the options for defining the scope of transformation are not exhausted by 
a divide between pre-made state or global scripts, on the one hand, and 
the partial transformations to which Foucault refers, on the other. In like 
manner, the historico-critical attitude of modernity does not account for 
the multiple ways in which one can engage in critique and even less in 
decolonization, as useful as some of Foucault’s reflections might be for 
certain dimensions of these acts. It might then be that coloniality is not 
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only found in views of the European Enlightenment as a project—see, for 
example, Jürgen Habermas’ work for a classic account of this—but also in 
Foucault’s view of the Enlightenment as a critical attitude.11 We arrive at 
a suspicion that Mark Jackson has formulated well:

the concepts of critique and critical subjectivity, which are often 
taken as the modern possibility for articulating political and legal 
legitimacy are themselves products of colonial geographies and 
contemporary colonialities. Assuming critique and the critical 
attitude to be somehow inured from colonial reproduction and 
coloniality is short-sighted and mistaken.12

Decolonial struggles indicate the presence of a critical attitude that is 
remarkably different from the Enlightenment’s historico-critical attitude. 
The decolonial attitude not only motivates the critique of the self and 
of global structures and patterns; it also generates new subjectivities 
and social formations through organizing and the creative and critical 
engagement with life-worlds and knowledges that precede, and many 
times resist, modernity/coloniality. In short, as Catherine Walsh has put 
it, decolonization demands consideration of “other” knowledges as well 
as “other” critiques.13 Insofar as these other knowledges and forms of 
critique are decolonial in character—and this is not to say that they 
all are consistently decolonial, or that any of them represents a perfect 
decolonial formation—, they should be traced back, not to the modern 
attitude, the European Enlightenment, or western modernity but to 
the decolonial attitude and to decoloniality as an unfinished project.14 

This decolonial attitude involves critique, but it is not limited or bound 
by critique. In order to promote ethico-political encounters among the 
colonized and openness to other-than-modern worldviews, the attitude in 
question has to involve humility in the face of unknown ways of thinking 
and the flexibility to adapt and change in the process of coming together 
with others in a struggle. This means that the decolonial attitude will 
also have to involve commitment to struggles in the present. 

Fortunately, examples of this decolonial attitude abound. As I have 
argued elsewhere, one can find them in the works of decolonial thinkers 
such as Frantz Fanon, Gloria E. Anzaldúa, and Chela Sandoval, 
among many others.15 Their work is grounded in the struggle against 
anti-Black racism and colonialism (in the case of Fanon) and in the 
movement of U.S. third world feminism and international struggles 
against colonization (in the case of Anzaldúa and Sandoval). Sara C. 
Motta identifies similar features in the works of Black and women of 
color feminists such as bell hooks and María Lugones.16 Motta contrasts 
critique as prophetic performance with the decolonizing critique that 
is present in the storytelling of various women of color who address 
the entanglement of race, gender, and the colonial project. There are 
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also Indigenous philosophers, writers, and intellectuals, such as Doug 
White, Deborah McGregor, and Leanne Betasamosake Simpson, who 
anchor loving ways of being and thinking beyond the nature-culture 
distinction.17 As Jackson puts it, their work suggests that “the ‘critical 
ontology of ourselves’ has not been radical enough.”18 

A common thread through the work of the above-mentioned decolonial 
authors is that they challenge the presupposition that critique is a 
summum bonum anchored in the force of the negative or in agonism. 
Instead, in the work of these and many other decolonial intellectuals, 
artists, and organizers, the function of critique is performed as part of 
a larger and more comprehensive endeavor where love and the search 
for justice are the ground of action. Following Sandoval and Fanon, 
I have referred to this positive upsurge of the decolonial attitude as 
decolonial love.19 Here, I will focus on Fanon’s work to illuminate the 
meaning and significance of the decolonial attitude, decolonial love, 
and of the decolonial critique that is grounded on it. 

3. Critique and Love in the Unfinished Project of Decoloniality

I have argued elsewhere that one can read Fanon’s Black Skin, White 
Masks as a narrative that seeks to perform a search for the decolonial 
attitude as well as decolonial love.20 The decolonial attitude, as opposed to 
a hegemonic modern/colonial attitude that undergirds multiple ideologies 
on the Left and Right, allows Fanon to thematize colonization and racial 
dehumanization as fundamental problems, and to raise critical questions 
about dominant forms of reason and critique, including positivism, 
Freudian psychoanalysis, and Sartrean phenomenology. The decolonial 
attitude also leads Fanon to pursue the decolonization of knowledge as 
part of a larger commitment to decoloniality as an unfinished project, 
and to identify forms of knowledge and critique that emerge outside of 
the scope of European philosophy and the European sciences. It should 
therefore not be surprising that Fanon ventures outside the European 
canon of philosophy and critique by asserting in The Wretched of the 
Earth that “self-criticism has been much talked about recently, but few 
realize that it was first of all an African institution.”21 

I take Fanon’s point about the existence of self-criticism in Africa 
less as an argument about the origins of critique than as a claim that 
Africans did not have to wait for the French or other European colonizers 
to know what self-criticism was. Fanon’s claim is also an affirmation 
that self-criticism can appear in multiple kinds of institutional settings 
and practices, and not only in the form of explicitly self-reflexive and 
abstract written documents, or as part of the modern nation-state, the 
modern western academy, and/or civil society. I took Fanon’s claim to be 
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uncontroversial until I cited the idea in a room with prominent critical 
theorists and it seemed to cause momentary panic. It was as if I had 
crossed the line beyond which not even those among them who were 
most receptive to non-European authors would dare to follow. The line 
consisted in the assumption of a unique and primordial link between 
critique and Europe. I was made to understand that critique was first 
and foremost a Franco-German creation and that thinkers from other 
places could claim to engage in it only to the extent that their work was 
rooted in or depended on European sources.

Given the centrality of Cartesian philosophy, the French Revolution, 
and the French Enlightenment in the definition of modern philosophy 
and critique, it is not without significance that Fanon, a French-speaking 
intellectual who received his doctoral education in France, recognizes 
“self-criticism” as an institution outside of Europe and independent of 
European influence. That he would indicate that self-criticism existed 
in a colonized territory before the Europeans arrived, and that this 
territory was none other than Africa, is all the more significant because, 
in the dominant Eurocentric imaginary, Africa is the true antithesis of 
Europe: a place without history and without reason.22 Similar ideas 
about Africa had and continue to have consequences: when Africa is 
considered to be deprived of history and reason, it is impossible to think 
that Africans have engaged or can engage in any significant revolution. 
Revolutions involve a rejection of a state of affairs and a generation of 
abstractions and horizons of expectation, which necessitate both reason 
and the anticipation of historical change. Therefore, if one approaches 
Africa as if it is deprived of substantial history and thinking, one cannot 
but presume that revolutions are impossible in Africa without infusion 
from Europe—the opposite remains unthinkable within the terms 
of hegemonic forms of western rationality and the western historico-
critical attitude. 

In the Eurocentric perspective, the supposed absence of history and 
reason in Africa not only precludes the very possibility of revolutionary 
upheavals in the region but also the possibility of reflection about 
limits and excesses in socio-political movements and the creation of 
social formations that can organize themselves rationally. As a result, 
the predominant and highly selective modern western attitude of 
critique demands that one must look at each social or political upheaval 
in Africa with skepticism, whereas one must strive to find the universal 
significance and normative dimension of revolutions or other such 
political events in Europe. Under the same modern/colonial point of 
view, even true revolutionary resistance to European colonialism 
cannot but be imagined as dependent on European influence. 
This is not only incorrect and condescending but also reinforces the 
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problematic idea that European colonialism was not as negative as it 
is often depicted to be; that it provided the conditions of possibility for 
Africans to revolt and for them to aspire to build modern nation-states, 
as if modern nation-states were exempt from coloniality. Likewise, this 
logic invites a legitimization of neo-colonialism: the European settler 
and even the distant political elite and the metropolitan bourgeoisie 
are perceived as importing some degree of reason to regions that are 
deprived of rationality. The presupposition is that the masters’ tools and, 
by extension, the masters themselves are indispensable in any effort to 
build a “decent house.” Any dismantling of the old house is relative and 
leads to a recentralization of the masters’ perspectives. Audre Lorde well 
understood this perverse logic when she declared: “For the master’s tools 
will never dismantle the master’s house. They may allow us temporarily 
to beat him at his own game, but they will never enable us to bring about 
genuine change.”23

The large number of prejudices and double standards in philosophy 
and critique, like those having to do with the existence of reason and 
history in Africa, may partially account for the lack of support for the 
Algerian Revolution that Fanon found among French activists and 
scholars of the Left in the late 1950s and early ’60s.24 The “French 
intelligentsia” as a whole saw itself as embodying a greater sense of 
rationality than what was found in the Algerian Liberation Front. This 
was manifested in an “ill-repressed desire to guide, to direct the very 
liberation movement of the oppressed” (FAR 80). The French democrats 
and the French Left posed themselves as arbiters or rational adjudicators 
and expected the Algerian Liberation Front to condemn what the 
Europeans found reprehensible and to make its violence particularly 
selective, as defined and accepted by the French (ibid.). Fanon describes 
well this pattern of thinking and acting: 

ten French civilians . . . were killed in an ambush and the entire 
French Left, in a unanimous outburst, cried out: we can no longer 
follow you! The propaganda became orchestrated, wormed its way 
into people’s minds and dismantled convictions that were already 
crumbling. The concept of barbarism appeared and it was decided 
that France in Algeria was fighting barbarism. (FAR 79) 

After an initial superficial sympathy with the decolonization struggle 
among some sectors in France, it did not take much for this support to 
be conditioned or even to turn into opposition. In this and other ways, 
Eurocentric philosophical arrogance becomes a ground for western 
political arrogance as well as the justification of western military power, 
and vice versa. In this context, it is once again clear that Fanon’s point 
that “self-criticism . . . was first of all an African institution” has as 
much theoretical as practical significance. It means that Africa was 
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not, as the “French intelligentsia” would have it, the land of barbarism, 
and that the Algerian revolutionaries were already building on African 
forms of critique.

I also want to emphasize that Fanon does not simply point to the 
existence of self-criticism in Africa. His point is not only that Africa 
and Africans should get credit for having produced one or two examples 
of self-criticism in their history—present in the work of specific and 
perhaps exceptional individuals or works—, of which most, if not all, 
occurred in a particular place in the continent or in ancient times (e.g., 
in ancient Egypt). Rather, Fanon has a deeper point to make about the 
traditions of critique in African countries. He writes: 

whether it be in the djemaas of North Africa or the palavers of West 
Africa, tradition has it that disputes which break out in a village 
are worked out in public. By this I mean collective self-criticism 
with a touch of humor because everyone is relaxed, because in the 
end we all want the same thing. (WE 12)

Fanon points to structured, collective efforts—not simply to the work 
of exceptional individuals—and explicitly refers to different parts of 
Africa—North Africa, West Africa—as well as to the past—“tradition has 
it”—and the present—“we all want the same thing.” Furthermore, he 
argues, this self-criticism takes place “in public,” meaning that it is not 
an isolated activity or one that would admit simply of a private conception 
of critique or reason; critique in public can generate accountability. 

In a note, Constance Farrington, translator of the 1963 English 
edition of The Wretched of the Earth, explains that the djemaas are 
“village assemblies.”25 Elsewhere, Fanon describes the djemaa as “a sort 
of municipal council.”26 According to Neil MacMaster, “the djemaa or 
village assembly . . . formed a key organizational base for the peasant 
community throughout the period 1871–1962.”27 He argues that “such 
forms of traditional assembly survived best in the mountainous zones 
of refuge, the same areas in which the Armée de libération nationale 
(ALN) maquis was later to find strategic support” (RI 421). This explains 
how Fanon was acquainted with the djemaa. Some ethnologists have 
compared one type of djemaa to the “ancient democratic Greek cité,” 
MacMaster notes (RI 426).28 This is the type of djemaa that surprised 
Jacqueline Guerroudj, a communist militant and teacher, when she 
arrived with Abdelkader Guerroudj “to organize political cells among 
impoverished peasants in the hinterland of Tlemçen in 1948” (RI 439). 
She “was astonished, on first contact, to find that isolated and largely 
illiterate mountain peasants already possessed a highly structured 
communist organization, a fact that she found difficult to understand 
or explain” (ibid.). 
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As Fanon points out, the djemaa is not unique to Algeria and can 
be found in multiple places in North Africa. These territories were for 
the most part colonized by the French and the Spanish governments, 
which either took functions away from existing djemaas and made them 
disappear, or took over them to maintain control over the colonized.29 
The fate of some djemaas is described well by M.D.W. Jeffreys, who 
concludes his study with the following lines: 

Two systems of administration, one resting on talk and the other on 
law, cannot permanently function simultaneously in one territory; 
and once the djemaa loses any method of enforcing its unanimous 
findings upon any recalcitrant member its authority wanes and it 
will in time cease to function.30

This does not mean that North Africans were passive in the face of 
colonialism. For example, as Fanon points out, the Algerians did not 
recognize the authority of djemaas that had been taken over by the 
French, and instead created other djemaas that were “democratically 
elected.”31 Djemaas did not simply disappear; some retained their 
traditional form, others transitioned into anti-colonial political units, 
and new ones were created (RI 440). Fanon takes note of this in The 
Wretched of the Earth: “Traditional institutions are reinforced, expanded 
and sometimes literally transformed. The tribunal for local conflicts, the 
djemaas, and the village assemblies are transformed into revolutionary 
tribunals and politico-military committees” (WE 93–4). Anne Lippert 
notes that the djemaa may have also informed democratic decision-
making in organizations such as the Polisario Front in Western Sahara, 
which, contrary to the traditional djemaa, includes women participants, 
who “in some cases, dominate . . . local and national policy-making.”32 

The djemaas were also a place for “transmitting the memory of 
past acts of rebellion”—not passively, “but as always within peasant 
oral culture, retelling involved transformation of the ‘text’ and an 
instrumental reinterpretation of the past in the light of present 
contingencies and dangers” (RI 445). The djemaas were thus a place 
for discussion and debate that included self-criticism as well as anti-
colonial criticism. They were far from perfect, though, which means 
that they represented a possible point of departure for critique as well 
as an important point of connection for revolutionary struggle more 
than a point of arrival. 

In addition to the “djemaas of North Africa,” Fanon mentions “the 
palavers of West Africa” as an example of non-European self-criticism 
(WE 12). In truth, the original French text does not name “palavers” 
but rather “les réunions d’Afrique occidentale,” which the 1963 
translation renders as “the meetings of western Africa.”33 “Palaver” is 
an English word that comes from the Portuguese palavra, which means 
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“word” or “speech.” The English apparently adopted the term from 
the Portuguese, who used it to refer to “negotiating with the natives” 
in West Africa.34 Even well into the twenty-first century, tour guides 
“in the restored slave forts of the city of Cape Coast Ghana . . . will 
often describe the rooms where European and African traders met 
to discuss their business as the ‘Palaver Room.’”35 But “palaver” has 
a broader meaning; it also refers to practices of “restoring relations 
through conflict solving” that existed in Africa before colonization and 
Portuguese incursions in the continent.36 In that sense, the institution 
of the palaver in West Africa seems close to that of the djemaa in North 
Africa, which explains why Richard Philcox translates Fanon’s “les 
réunions d’Afrique occidental” as “the palavers of West Africa.”

While the institution of the palaver is “underused in contemporary 
African society,” there are various attempts to shed light on its 
contemporary relevance.37 In 1973, Robert Smith argued for the 
relevance of palavers in the context of understanding “international 
relations in pre-colonial West Africa.”38 Smith believed that, despite the 
neglect of the study of indigenous institutions of pre-colonial Africa, 

and despite the unwritten nature of law in Africa, and of many 
of the historical sources, there is abundant evidence of formal 
relations at the highest governmental levels between the different 
peoples of West Africa in the pre-colonial period, and there is even 
some evidence of the existence of an inter-states system.39 

More recently, in 1997, the philosopher Jean-Godefroy Bidima published 
a book-length study on the philosophical significance of the palaver, or 
“la palabre,” as it is known in French.40 As Souleymane Bachir Diagne 
puts it in his foreword to the English translation of Bidima’s book, 
for the latter, the palaver is “a process of argumentation inextricably 
tied to the overarching goal of maintaining peace, harmony, and social 
consensus.”41 Bidima suggests that “attention to palabre might motivate 
jurists in Africa and the postcolonies to think about rescuing law from 
the state’s monopoly and making it into a ‘common good.’”42 Like Fanon 
and others have pointed out with respect to the djemaas, the “meetings 
of West Africa” serve as an important source for critical and creative 
retrievals of pre-colonial practices of discussion, deliberation, and self-
critique. These institutions, practices, and philosophical approaches 
are surely not the only ones. For example, one might add gacaca from 
Rwanda and ubuntu from South Africa.43 

As important as the palaver or palabre could be for international 
relations and the formation of African postcolonial law and state 
formation, Fanon was most interested in the role of self- and collective-
criticism in the process of decolonization. Critique as collective self-
criticism serves an important role in the process of decolonization, since 
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it skips the colonial apparatuses for the production and legitimation of 
knowledge and allows for the presence of native voices and the exploration 
of ideas that would not find admission in those other settings. The “touch of 
humor” and the collective bonding that Fanon mentions give an indication 
of the mode of relationality that is part of the collective activity—one that 
arguably promotes decolonial love and the decolonial attitude.  

The activity of “collective self-criticism” serves to deactivate existing 
colonizing attitudes, including those among intellectuals. Gradually, while 
participating in the life of the community and in “collective self-criticism,” 
Fanon posits that “the intellectual sheds all that calculating, all those 
strange silences, those ulterior motives, that devious thinking and 
secrecy as he gradually plunges deeper among the people” (WE 12). 
In this process, intellectuals can abandon their traditional, heightened 
individualism and the role of the “sentinel on duty guarding the Greco-
Roman pedestal” (WE 11) and discover the productive dimension of 
collective efforts. “In this respect then,” Fanon adds, “we can genuinely 
say that the community has already triumphed and exudes its own light, 
its own reason” (WE 12). The formation and cultivation of community is 
part of the project of “[building] the world of you” (BSWM 206), where 
love and understanding—φιλο-σοφία—are possible.44 The decolonial 
community is different from the liberal civil society. To the extent 
that there is an enlightenment in the process of decolonial community 
formation—”its own light, its own reason”—it does not refer to a victory 
of modern secular rationality over “tradition” but to a collective process 
of transformation that can already be found in communal life. The 
process becomes effective and generative in the pursuit of decolonization 
and can help to decolonize modern/colonial attitudes rooted in modern/
colonial views of enlightenment and practices of critique. 

The reconceptualization of the concepts of critique, philosophy, reason, 
and enlightenment is not unique to francophone intellectuals like Fanon, 
whose education was heavily informed by a philosophy that found 
inspiration in Cartesianism, the French Revolution, and the European 
Enlightenment. Likewise, one can make a case for “self-criticism” not only 
taking place in Africa but also in other geopolitical spaces. One notable 
figure from the Americas who contributes to the task of identifying 
philosophy, reason, and critique outside of the European setting is the 
Native American philosopher, critic, theorist, and theologian Vine 
Deloria, Jr. In an insightful analysis of perceptions of maturity, Deloria 
invites his readers to consider a view of maturity that appears in societies 
typically considered to be “primitive.” For Deloria, 

Maturity, in the American Indian context, is the ultimate goal of 
all human existence. . . . [It] is the ability to reflect on the ordinary 
things of life and discover both their real meaning and the proper 
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way to understand them when they appear in our lives. This idea 
sounds as abstract as anything uttered by a western scientist but it 
is not abstract in the Indian context.45 

At least since Kant’s “An Answer to the Question: What Is Enlightenment?,” 
the European Enlightenment has been associated with the ability to “exit 
from . . . self-incurred immaturity.”46 In Kant’s view, Enlightenment, and 
therefore maturity, can be obtained through the affirmation of freedom, 
understood primarily as “the freedom to make a public use of one’s 
reason in all matters.”47 Kant understood the public use of reason to be 
different from its private use: the former is the exercise of reasoning in 
one’s capacity as a scholar “before the entire public of the reading world,” 
while the private use has to do with the exercise of reason “in a certain 
civil post or office.”48

While Kant considered it important to identify the specificities and 
limits of each use of reason in the process of European modernization 
and enlightenment, Deloria and Fanon, writing from the colonies, First 
Nations, and/or occupied territories, found that both the European civil 
servant using reason privately and the European scholar using reason 
publicly were largely complicit with colonialism. In Fanon’s account, 
the typical European scholar and the typical Eurocentric intellectual 
using public reason appear in the colonies not merely as immature but 
also as potentially perverse and incompetent in the face of the process 
of decolonization. The institutionalized practice of “collective self-
criticism,” as present in African communities, is much more apt to the 
process of decolonization and closer to any serious sense of maturity in 
the face of coloniality. 

Deloria also considers the limits of mainstream western scholarship. 
Like Fanon, Deloria identifies and criticizes “a general attitude” in 
dominant forms of western thought. For Fanon, this general attitude was 
Negrophobia (see BSWM 169). Deloria targets what he considers western 
metaphysics, which he connects to “the development of an attitude that 
sees reality as basically physical, the knowledge thereof basically mental 
or verbal, and the elimination of any middle ground between extremes.”49 
This attitude arguably produces the typical polar opposites of rationalism 
and positivism. The “devastating effect” of this attitude or “fundamental 
orientation of western peoples toward the world” includes the formulation 
of questions and the search for the answers to these questions that 
reproduce and magnify the problems that they presumably aim to solve.50 
These problems include endangering life on the planet and reproducing 
the conditions faced by indigenous peoples and “minority groups.”51

Deloria challenges the metaphysical presuppositions of dominant 
western approaches to knowledge and reality and calls for a careful 
consideration of indigenous views, which offer the basis for a different 
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attitude and general orientation toward reality. The indigenous 
metaphysics that Deloria considers includes a critique of a metaphysics of 
individuality and linear temporality, and the exploration of the relevance 
of land and communal relationships. Elsewhere, I have referred to the 
imposition of a Eurocentric metaphysics as a “metaphysical catastrophe,” 
by which I mean a devastating turn that creates and sustains a world 
of permanent war toward colonized and racialized populations.52 It is 
catastrophe, and not crisis, that best describes western modernity. 
The detachment from the absolutism of western metaphysics and the 
opening to other metaphysical conceptions lead to new kinds of questions 
and to the exploration of unsuspected solutions. This results in a new 
experience of freedom that is different from the public use of reason 
within the constraints of western metaphysics and its accompanying 
attitudes, and is more akin to epistemic decolonization and decolonial 
pluriversality, interculturality, and transdisciplinarity.53

Much like Fanon’s description of decolonization, Deloria’s goal is 
not simply to find non-western equivalents of western ideals, as if 
the process of critical thinking needs to stay within the boundaries 
of what European philosophers have found significant. Rather, 
dominant western concepts, such as light, reason, and maturity, 
facilitate a labor of decolonial translation—largely for the sake of the 
western reader and to all readers trained in western thought—that 
points to commonalities as well as to differences between epistemic 
practices. This process facilitates a critique of the dominant ways of 
understanding such concepts. Part of Deloria’s and Fanon’s point is that 
it is not too difficult to show that the European assertion of virtues such 
as enlightenment and maturity are contradicted in the very effort to 
characterize non-European peoples as immature or irrational, as well 
as in their continued dehumanization and subordination. It is also 
not difficult to demonstrate that there are more serious expressions of 
reason, maturity, and critique in many other places, including spaces 
regarded as ahistorical and primitive. Since the west has openly shown 
its own contradictions and violence in those spaces, it should not be 
surprising to find forms of critique that target coloniality along with the 
labor to forge decolonial viewpoints, creative expressions, and practices 
there. Decolonial thinking involves the identification and proliferation 
of these forms of critique and creative efforts. 

Based on the discussion so far, it is possible to conclude that in the 
decolonial turn, critique is pluriversal, intercultural, and transdisciplinary. 
It is pluriversal in that it can be expressed and practiced in different 
languages and in reference to multiple histories and problems; intercultural 
in that it can also be found within and across multiple cultural formations; 
and transdisciplinary in that it is not limited by the scope of any given 
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discipline, and in that it includes engagement with non- and un-disciplinary 
practices, such as decolonial social and artistic movements. This means 
that critique cannot be monopolized or limited to a specific region or set 
of issues, and that, in a world greatly marked by coloniality, critique must 
participate in the task of decoloniality to remain critical.

Understanding critique in terms of decolonial pluriversality, inter-
culturality, and transdisciplinarity means, in short: (1) recognizing the 
existence of critique in multiple worldviews, community practices, 
creative expressions, and knowledge systems; and (2) mobilizing these 
sources of critique in the struggle for decoloniality. By decoloniality 
I mean, on the one hand, the unfinished project of engaging the 
coloniality of power, being, and knowledge, including the coloniality of 
gender and the coloniality of nature, among other forms.54 On the other 
hand, decoloniality refers to the emergence of ideas, practices, symbols, 
and institutions that make love and understanding possible, which 
Fanon referred to as “[building] the world of you.” Together, the critical 
task of undoing coloniality and the constructive task of “[building] the 
world of you” give shape to a conception of philosophy not as the love of 
knowledge but as the creative effort to restore love and understanding 
(see TCD 21). In that sense, in a context that is constituted by coloniality, 
decoloniality becomes first philosophy.55

First philosophy is not to be understood here as a set of basic rational 
principles established a priori but as a practice and way of life that seek to 
make love (φίλος) and understanding (σοφία) possible. In a context marked 
by coloniality, which undermines the basis for love and understanding, 
philosophy requires a decolonial turn and the emergence of a decolonial 
attitude.56 While some of these ideas have been made explicit with specific 
reference to the concepts of coloniality and decoloniality in Chicana 
feminism and the work of what Arturo Escobar referred to as “the Latin 
American modernity/coloniality research program,” they are part of a larger 
decolonial turn in various parts of the globe that emerged in response to the 
catastrophe of “discovery,” conquest, modern colonization, and coloniality.57 
The works of Fanon and Deloria are just a few among many.

4. Catastrophe and the Decolonial Turn

Fanon and Deloria identify practices of reflection and critique that 
cannot be subordinated to European critique and critical theory. These 
are forms of thinking that do not remain merely beside mainstream 
European thought but that offer possibilities to criticize and decolonize 
elements of European philosophy—including what is traditionally 
considered to be the practice of being a philosopher or an intellectual. 
They open the door not so much to new philosophical nationalisms and 
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provincialisms but to more encompassing, robust, and rigorous forms 
of critical thinking, and to epistemic practices that are not limited by 
the negative moment of critique. 

In Fanon’s and Deloria’s accounts, the substance of the forms of 
thinking and critique that they identify precedes European modernity 
and therefore modern colonialism. These intellectual formations 
nonetheless become effective epistemic sources in the critique of 
colonialism and the practices of decolonization. To be sure, there are 
elements of European philosophy that can also play useful roles in 
the struggle for decolonization. But for this to be possible, these ideas 
from European thought have to be de-Eurocentralized and decolonized, 
which can only be done by putting them in relation to other concepts 
within a framework and set of activities that promote decolonization. 
Likewise, there are also elements in non-European epistemic practices 
that need to be revised or rejected in the process of decolonization. 
Decolonization is not the repetition or retrieval of forms of thinking due 
to a sense of tragic loss or nostalgia but the endeavor to create what 
Fanon referred to as “the world of you.” 

The reason why it is necessary to build “the world of you” is that modern 
colonialism involved the collapse of the intersubjective structures that 
would have allowed for a global sense of sociality to emerge. The collapse 
of these structures at the level of personal identity, ethics, politics, and 
economics, among other areas, can be understood not only as a crisis 
but as catastrophe (see endnote 52 of this essay). The catastrophe in 
question has been as much demographic—with the deaths of millions 
of Indigenous, colonized, and racialized peoples—as metaphysical. In 
this sense, I agree with Deloria that decolonization entails a critique 
of western metaphysics, but I would add that this modern/colonial 
metaphysics does not exist in a continuum with older Christian 
metaphysics. Rather, the most central aspect of western metaphysics is 
its catastrophic dimension—catastrophe indicating a “downturn” that 
largely took place in the context of the “long” sixteenth century, which 
includes moments prior to and after the sixteenth century. One can 
make a similar point in relation to other ways of conceptualizing the 
critique of western metaphysics from Nietzsche to Heidegger to Derrida, 
who also presuppose a continuity in western metaphysics from ancient 
Greek philosophy to modernity. Deloria’s analysis, however, has the 
advantage that he identifies links between western metaphysics and 
the coloniality faced by Indigenous peoples, and he also contributes to 
the formulation of a metaphysical view that facilitates decolonization.  

Fanon also highlights the relevance of metaphysical catastrophe. Consider 
that the first chapter of Black Skin, White Masks focuses on language, and 
that Fanon defines language as a “dimension of being-for-others, it being 
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understood that to speak is to exist absolutely for the other” (BSWM 1). 
The “other,” in strict terms, can only be found beyond the horizon of being 
and meaning, a characteristic that makes it a quintessential metaphysical 
category. Speaking is thus a kind of metaphysical encounter and relation. 
Anti-Black racism represents a modality of modernity/coloniality that 
creates a deviation in the route to alterity: language, which includes 
accent, culture, and knowledge, is used as a way of masking Blackness in 
order to appear as white, close to white, or as different from Black. This 
represents a metaphysical catastrophe: a downturn of the metaphysical 
relation that seems inescapable and intractable. 

After discussing catastrophe at the linguistic level, Fanon turns 
his attention to loving relationships. Since love, like language, is a 
modality of a relation with an other, the failure of achieving interracial 
love as an ordinary act is another form of metaphysical catastrophe. 
Existential deviation and metaphysical catastrophe are united first and 
foremost through a naturalized anti-Black attitude that is at the core of 
modernity/coloniality. Love is impossible when subjects are driven by 
anti-Blackness. In a nutshell, anti-Blackness makes Black people seek to 
escape Blackness by entering into intimate relations with white people, 
and white people seek to dominate and desire Black people because they 
conceive of them as subservient and as highly erotic.58 Racial dynamics 
that place some in the position of masters and others in the position 
of permanent slaves take over intersubjective dynamics and make love 
abnormal in an anti-Black world. Nevertheless, Fanon asserts that he 
believes “in the possibility of love” (BSWM 24), and concludes Black 
Skin, White Masks with an unequivocal affirmation of love: “Yes to life. 
Yes to love. Yes to generosity” (BSWM 197). For Fanon, the human 
is a “‘yes’ resonating from cosmic harmonies” (BSWM xii). It is this 
affirmation that propels the human toward an other and that accounts 
for a decolonial turn at the level of affect and action: instead of desiring 
to replace the master, the colonized can turn toward another slave.59 
This turn is the start of the end for an anti-Black attitude and the 
condition of possibility for love in spite of the color line. It is also the 
ground from which a decolonial praxis—those in the position of slaves 
and their allies working together or in a coordinated manner to counter 
coloniality and to create a different world—can emerge. Both love and 
language are about connection and offer the conditions of possibility 
for relations between subjects, communities, struggles, ideas, projects, 
and beyond. This represents a liberation from isolation as well as from 
the empire of negation and forms of thinking that keep philosophy and 
critique confined to modernity/coloniality. 

In the first three chapters of Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon offers 
a description of Black subjects under catastrophe: Black people and 
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Blackness must not appear, particularly not in oneself, even if one is Black, 
but it must also, more generally, not appear anywhere. The Negrophobic 
Black person is a good example of the catastrophic dimensions of this 
expectation of disappearance, which is why Fanon starts his psychological 
and phenomenological study with this type of subjectivity. The imperative 
of the erasure and violent disappearance of the Black person in the 
modern world points to a link between metaphysical catastrophe and 
genocide. Demographic catastrophe goes hand in hand with metaphysical 
catastrophe, and vice versa. This might be what distinguishes modernity/
coloniality from previous forms of imperialism and colonialism: 
modernity/coloniality is intimately linked with ongoing war, torture, 
rape, and genocide. The massive genocide of indigenous peoples in the 
early moments of modernity/coloniality has not concluded or remained 
confined to the elimination of indigenous peoples. Rather, what we 
find is both the continuity of indigenous genocide and the proliferation 
of a genocidal attitude toward communities that appear as a menace 
to the order of modernity/coloniality.60 Anti-Blackness anchors the 
genocidal attitude in appearance and color, while it is also spread in 
various forms through society. This is why Fanon proposed a sociogenic 
approach to understand the catastrophe of modern subjectivity in 
various populaces.

Here, we find another characteristic feature of decolonial critique 
vis-à-vis modern western critique. Modern western critique and 
the modern attitude are typically connected to crisis: the crisis of 
tradition that opens up the possibility of critique, and the critique that 
makes it possible to put tradition in crisis.61 This operation is often 
celebrated as a virtue of the European Enlightenment. By contrast, 
decolonial critique is part of a decolonial turn against the downturn of 
catastrophe. This catastrophe is demographic, metaphysical, material, 
environmental, epistemic, and psychological in nature. At the heart of 
it, there are communities that find themselves mourning endlessly and 
facing perpetual war. Their lands and rivers have been taken, their 
languages decimated, and their identities slashed. In this context, 
critique emerges as a counter-catastrophic activity of questioning that 
is part of the unfolding of a new subjectivity that embraces decoloniality 
as its project. Decolonial critique is anchored in the decolonial attitude 
and plays important roles in the decolonial turn: it contributes to 
illuminating the catastrophic dimensions of modernity and to providing 
evidence of the bad faith and hypocrisy in modern/colonial efforts to 
engage with modern/colonial problems. However, critiquing is a nearly 
impossible affair under catastrophe. 

If subjects who live under catastrophe fail to use language as a form 
of communication with an other, their ability to speak and write is also 
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compromised. This includes their ability to ask questions. The decolonial 
turn, therefore, needs to involve the process of becoming a questioner 
(see TCD 24–5). Fanon suggests that modernity/coloniality can be 
understood as the massive downturn of a catastrophe, and that this 
catastrophe can generate emotions and prayers that initiate a process 
of interrogation and therefore one of critique (see TCD 11–6). Fanon 
connects the action of praying with critique in the very last sentence of 
Black Skin, White Masks: “My final prayer: O my body, make of me always 
a man who questions” (BSWM 206). This means that a new questioning 
subject can emerge as a result, but also in spite of catastrophe. One can 
therefore trace a path from the downturn of catastrophe to a decolonial 
turn that includes affect, spirituality, and thought (see TCD 13–6). 
Thus, the decolonial turn appears to be crucial in the formation of 
decolonial thinking and critique. The decolonial turn seems to reside in a 
fundamental change of attitude: from the modern/colonial attitude found 
in the mainstream forms of critique that I referenced at the start of this 
essay to the decolonial attitude that one finds in projects of decolonization. 

Considering that a subject under catastrophe cannot speak or 
question properly, it now becomes clear why Fanon valued the activity 
of the djemaas and the palavers so much. They can serve as counter-
catastrophic spaces that foster decolonial attitudes and therefore restore 
the ability to speak and to question even oneself. Self-questioning 
through engagement with others in the context of the struggle against 
coloniality can also serve as an engine for the decolonization of the 
intellectual and the critical theorist. Mainstream critical theory, 
however, operates with the presumption that critical theorists are 
subjects who either create or respond to crisis through critique. It 
is extremely difficult, if not nearly impossible, for critical theorists 
to perceive the extent to which their practices and presuppositions 
contribute to catastrophe. Recognizing how established practices of 
knowledge production and critique advance catastrophe, and how, 
therefore, they make people—including critical theorists—unable to 
speak and think properly, would be a good place to start to consider 
the possibility of decolonial critique and decolonial struggle. But even 
a very simple step, under catastrophe, is nothing less than a logical 
and an existential impossibility. Academic philosophers and critical 
theorists will no doubt continue to serve the role of the “sentinel on duty 
guarding the Greco-Roman [and also the Franco-German] pedestal” 
for a long time (WE 12). These academics will keep rationalizing the 
exclusions, sometimes engaging in liberal/colonial strategies of diversity 
and inclusion; they will maintain and reinforce the gates of academic 
programs, degrees, and fellowships with selection criteria based on 
peculiar ideas of excellence, if not with established rankings. In the 
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meantime, others will keep producing “movement-generated theory,” 
engaging in acts of decolonial radical hope, and advancing multiple 
other forms of counter-catastrophic thinking, creation, and action.62 
Echoing the rallying cry of the Frente de Libertação de Moçambique 
(FRELIMO) fighters in their war of independence, a luta continua . . .
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